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Aunt Vira's Rolls 

"I've eaten in some of the finest restaurants 
in Baltimore, Washington and � ew York 
but I've never had anything as good as Aunt 
Vita's Rolls." 

Hunter is the grandson of Nellie Price 
Hopkins who was one of twelve siblings 
born on Blue Bay farm during the 2nd half 
of the 19th Century. His mother was Doris 
Hopkins Kerlin. There are several of us who 
grew up on Kent Island and some still living 
here whose grandparents were 0f that same 
family and generation.* 

Hunter was born in Hagerstown in 
1931 and lived there until 1943 when he 
and his mother moved to Baltimore. It was 
during his Hagerstown years that be visited 
his Kent Is1and family for a month every 
summer: two weeks on Blue Bay Farm and 
two weeks on the Price Farm. 

"Blue Bay Farm**was inherited by 
Uncle Johnny's children: Elizabeth, Anna 
May, John T. and Bright. Bright ran the 
farm and Elizabeth taught school. When 
I was about 11 years old one of the most 
exciting times on this farm to me was 
thrashing time. The farmers ii'l the area 
pooled their resources and rented a thrasher, 
then went to each other's farms and thrashed 
all the wheat in one day on that farm. Gunny 
sack (burlap) bags were filled with wheat 
and the straw was piled in one stack. Clinton 
White had his pick-up truck there and it 
was loaded with bags of wheat and taken to 
the train station in Stevensville. At the train 
station, the truck had to ride up on the scales 
to be weighted with the wheat on the back. 
Then the truck pulled beside a box car and 
1 jumped into the box car� sometimes knee 
deep in wheat, and the bags of wheat were 
thrown to me to untie and empty into the 
car. Tb.is was the hottest place on earth!! The 
chafe got all over me and it was miserable -

but I loved it. After all the bags were emptied 
we had to go back to the scales and weigh 
the empty truck to determine the weight of 
wheat. Clinton and I did this as many times 
as it took to deliver all of the wheat. I knew 
when I got finished there would be th.is huge 
straw stack that I could climb up and jump 
off of. That was as close to flying as I could 
get in those days.'' 

"There was always some excitement 
on the farm. One year, as with all farms, 
there was a terrible rat infestation in the 
barn. Bright borrowed Alfred ·white's rat 
terriers and brought them to Blue Bay Farm. 
He proceeded to tear up the floor boards of 
the barn and rats ran everywhere. iveryone 
from the house had come to watch and those 
little rat terriers did their job. At one point 
Uncle Walter turned to the ladies who were 
there and said, 'Ladies you're going to have 
to leave - I have to drop my pants!' And 
there on his knee sat a huge rat!!! I don't 
think I could have been that gentlemanly if a 
rat had run up my pants leg." 

"One summer we had to remove a little 
pig from the litter because he was a runt and 
the others wouldn't let him nurse. I fed him 
with an eye dropper until he was old enough 
to take a bottle. That little pig and I got so 
close. He followed me everywhere: out the 
lane to get the mail (a quarter of a mile), down 
the beach when I went swimming (he sat and 
watched me - never went in the water) and 
one day in to Lizzar's kitchen. (That's what I 
ealled Elizabeth) Now, no one ever yelled at 
me but when Lizzar heard those hooves on 
her kitehen floor, she came out yelling. She 
was meticulous about cleanliness and having 
a pig get in her kitchen was 1.inacceptable. 
I knew never to let that happen again and 
it didn't. I had never had a pet as good as 
that pig. Everyone felt the same and when it 
came time to slaughter, they gave the pig to a 
neighbor across the way." 

"On the Price Farm I learned a lot too. 
One of the main things I learned when I 
got older was to debate and arg ue. Uncle 
Clayland loved to argue so I would get the 
Morning Sun from the paper box and we 
would argue politics. I'd take the opposite 
side just to get hiin started." 
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"Aunt Vira on the other hand, taught 
me how to catch, purge, slaughter and clean 
a chicken. Every Wednesday she would take 
me out in the yard and point out four chickens 
that she wanted caught and put in the purge 
coop. It had a wire bottom and sat on top of 
the chicken coop. From Wednesday until 
Sunday these four chickens were fed only 
com. On Sunday it was off with their head� 
with an axe. That was pretty hard for a bo-.. 
my age to do and sometimes I didn't get 1-

just right the first time. However, eventually 
the job was done and they were flopping 
around the yard (like a chicken with its head 
cut off). When they became still they had 
to be dipped in scalding water to make the 
feathers easier to get of£ After the feathers 
were gone the entrails had to be removed 
another awful job. Little did I know that th 
was training me for my hunting years whe 
I had to dress the wild fowl I had shot. My 
hunting buddies were city boys and didn't 
know much about that kind of thing so I did 
most of it then. " 

"Now this takes us to Sunday dinner. 
The chickens were cut up and coated, then 
fried on a wood stove in a pan of lard. The 
only thing better was the batch of rolls Aunt 
Vira had made Saturday night that were 
baking in the oven,. Anyone who ever ate 
there exclaimed over Aunt Vira's rolls. She 
cooked them Sunday after they had risen all 
night. I lmied to cut them in half lengthwise 
and put a piece of Uncle Clayland's cured 
ham in there .md I was in heaven. " 

''I could go on and on: there was 
blackberry pi.eking with Katharine and 
the chiggers; Aunt Edna's Maryland beat 
biscuits that her son George had to beat with 
the side of the axe until the dough blistered; 
there were roosters to chase to protect the 
chickens and having them chase me; there 
were relatives galore and I the only child; but 
above all- there were Aunt Vita's rolls." 

*Carole, Pam, Ter:r.y, Geoff, Patrice, Daer
Tiro, Beverly, Chip, Annie May and Ma

**Now the site of the controversial B&B_ 


